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ABSTRACT. One-step collocation and multistep collocation
have recently emerged as powerful tools for the derivation of
numerical methods for ordinary differential equations. The sim-
plicity and the continuous nature of the collocation process have
been the main attraction towards this development. In this pa-
per we exploited some of these qualities of collocation to derive
continuous block hybrid collocation methods based on colloca-
tion at some polynomial nodes inside the symmetric integration
interval and the two end points of the interval for dense out-
put and for application which favor continuous approximations,
like stiff and highly oscillatory initial value problem in ordinary
differential equations. The analysis of the block hybrid colloca-
tion methods show that they are convergent and provide dense
output at all interior selected points of integration within the in-
terval of choice. Preliminary numerical computation carried out
is an evidence of better performance of the methods compare
to some integrators with strong properties of algebraic stability.
Many examples are used to illustrate these properties.
.
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1. Introduction

We consider collocation using combined off-grid points and grid points
to construct second-derivative block hybrid collocation methods for con-
tinuous integration of stiff and highly oscillatory system of initial value
problem in ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form

y′(x) = f(x, y(x)), (x0 ≤ x ≤ b), (1)

with initial condition

y(x0) = y0,

which has a unique solution if f : R × RN → R is sufficiently differ-
entiable in y : RN → RN . Let f(x, y) and g(x, y) be first and second
derivatives of two variables (x, y). Also let L1 and L2 be two positive
constants called the Lipschitz constants, so that f(x, y) and g(x, y) sat-
isfy the Lipschitz condition with respect to y, that is,

|f(x, y1)− f(x, y2)| ≤ L1|y1 − y2|,

|g(x, y1)− g(x, y2)| ≤ L2|y1 − y2|,

for any y1 and y2. Thus, with these methods the numerical integration
of stiff and highly oscillatory problems for which the evaluation of the
second derivative g(x, y) costs more than the first derivative f(x, y) can
be classified into two: the first consists of methods with constant coef-
ficients which can be applied to problems with periodic solutions. The
second having coefficients depending on the frequency of the problem,
when a good estimate of the frequency is known in advance, it can be
used to track the oscillations, [1, 2]. Methods based on the Lobatto
points collocation are derived which are shown to be suitable for find-
ing approximate solution of stiff systems with large Lipschitz constants.
Lobatto integration methods are the useful templates for the calculation
of stiff and highly oscillatory problems, as they are the most accurate
methods, specifically including the two end points of the integration in-
terval in addition to the interior collocation points, therefore minimize
the number of internal function evaluations necessary to achieve a given
order of accuracy [3]. Acceptable stability for stiff and highly oscillatory
problem is retained by requiring the last stage of a step to be identical to
the output value. This means that the last row of the coefficient of the
dense matrix is identical to the vector of output value [4]. An improved
efficiency may also be achieved by the numerical integration methods
which take advantage of the second derivative terms while retaining the
implicitness structure. In fact, the inclusion of the second derivative
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terms provide a strategy to derive high order methods which require
considerably fewer function evaluations than are required in the conven-
tional implicit methods [5, 6]. Further, our reason for adding the second
derivative function y′′(x) = f ′(x, y(x)) = g(x, y(x)) first proposed by
[7] into the collocation method is in contrast to Urabeâ2122s idea who
added the second derivative term to get additional member to start his
implicit method. In this paper the idea is to obtain high order meth-
ods with better stability properties than the conventional methods. The
class of methods in the paper has a single continuous scheme, which on
evaluation at both grid and off-grid points provides sufficiently accurate
simultaneous block methods for dense output. The new class of methods
computes a block of values simultaneously with each step of integration
and copes effectively with linear and nonlinear differential equations.
Extensive numerical tests which we report in this paper, show that the
class of collocation methods achieve great accuracy for most problems
than the standard implicit methods and require significantly less com-
putational cost.

Definition 1.1: [8] Let Ym and Fm be vectors defined by

Ym = (yn, yn+1, ..., yn+r−1),

Fm = (fn, fn+1, ..., fn+r−1).

Then a general k-block, r-point block method is a matrix of finite differ-
ence equation of the form

Ym =

k∑
i=1

AiYm−1 +

k∑
i=0

BiFm−1 (2)

where all the A
′
is and B

′
is are properly chosen r × r matrix coefficients

and m = 0, 1,2,3,..., represents the block number, n = rm is the first
step number of the form mth block and r is the proposed block size. If r =
1, then the method becomes the familiar classical k-step method. When
B0 = 0 obviously (2) is an explicit method. But when B0 is not equal to
zero then the method is implicit.

2. The collocation Technique

For the solution of (1) based on Taylor series method of expansion we
consider a polynomial of the form in Yakubu and Markus [9] given by,

y(x) =
t−1∑
j=0

ϕj(x)yn+j + h
m−1∑
j=0

ψj(x)fn+j + h2
s−1∑
j=0

γj(x)gn+j (3)

where m and s denote distinct collocation points and t denotes the in-
terpolation point used, h can be varied but for the sake of simplicity
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in this paper it is kept fixed (constant) and ϕj(x), ψj(x) and γj(x) are
continuous coefficients. The values yn+j , fn+j and gn+j are smooth real
N-dimensional vector functions and are explicitly defined by,

yn+j = y(xn + jh), j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., t− 1}, (4)

y′n+j = fn+j = f(xn + jh, y(xn + jh)), (j = 0, 1, 2, ...,m− 1), (5)

y′′n+j = gn+j = fx + fyy
′ = fx + ffy, (j = 0, 1, 2, ..., s− 1). (6)

We can now specify the values of the continuous coefficients as assumed
polynomials of the form

ϕj(x) =
t+m+s−1∑

i=0

ϕj,i+1x
i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., t− 1}, (7)

hψj(x) = h

t+m+s−1∑
i=0

ψj,i+1x
i, j = 0, 1, 2, ...,m− 1, (8)

h2γj(x) = h2
t+m+s−1∑

i=0

γj,i+1x
i, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., s− 1, (9)

which can be determined. The coefficients ϕj,i+1,ψj,i+1 and γj,i+1 are
selected so that accurate approximate solution of well-behaved problem
can be obtained efficiently. Now we define the basis function xi in (7),
(8) and (9) mathematically as

Wi(x) =

p−1∑
i=0

xi (10)

where p = t+m+ s.
Inserting equation (7), (8), (9) into equation (3) to have

y(x) =

t−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

ϕj,i+1Wi(x)yn+j +

m−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

hψj,i+1Wi(x)fn+j

+
s−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

h2γj,i+1Wi(x)gn+j (11)

Factoring out we have the following representation

y(x) =

p−1∑
i=0

 t−1∑
j=0

ϕj,i+1yn+j +
m−1∑
j=0

hψj,i+1fn+j +
s−1∑
j=0

h2γj,i+1gn+j

Wi(x)

(12)
Expanding(12) fully we get
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y(x) =

t−1∑
j=0

ϕj,t+m+s−1yn+j +

m−1∑
j=0

hψj,t+m+s−1fn+j+

s−1∑
j=0

h2γj,t+m+s−1gn+j

(
1, x, x2, ..., xt+m+s−1

)
. (13)

Finally, from the expansion of equation (13) we have the propose con-
tinuous scheme as,

y(x) = (yn, yn+1, ..., yn+t−1, fn, fn+1, ..., fn+m−1, gn, gn+1, ..., gn+s−1)

CT ×
(
1, x, x2, ..., xt+m+s−1

)T
(14)

where T in equation (14) is the transpose of the basis function in (10)
and the matrix C given as,

C =



ϕ1,0 · · · ϕ1,t−1 hψ1,0 · · · hψ1,m−1 h2γ1,0 · · · h2γ1,s−m

ϕ2,0 · · · ϕ2,t−1 hψ2,0 · · · hψ2,m−1 h2γ2,0 · · · h2γ2,s−m

ϕ3,0 · · · ϕ3,t−1 hψ3,0 · · · hψ3,m−1 h2γ3,0 · · · h2γ3,s−m

ϕ4,0 · · · ϕ4,t−1 hψ4,0 · · · hψ4,m−1 h2γ4,0 · · · h2γ4,s−m
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

ϕp−1,0 · · · ϕp−1,t−1 hψp−1,0 · · · hψp−1,m−1 h2γp−1,0 · · · h2γp−1,s−m


≡ D−1.

(15)

We call D in (15) the multistep collocation and interpolation matrix
which has a simple structure and of square dimension of the form (t +
m+s)×(t+m+s) . Clearly from equation (15) the columns of C which
give the continuous coefficients can be obtained from the corresponding
columns of D−1. More so the entries of C are the constant coefficients of
the polynomial given in equation (3). Further, the matrix D is assumed
to be non-singular for the existence of the inverse matrix C. An efficient
algorithm to determine the elements of the inverse matrix C is found
in [10] page 41. Based on the derivation techniques discussed above we
now state the main result in the theorem below.
Theorem 1.1: Let the collocation points ċj , j = 1, 2, ...,m− 1, c̈j , j =
1, 2, ..., s− 1, for the first and second derivatives respectively be distinct
and consider the polynomial basis function xi defined in (10). Then the
matrix D is non-singular, hence invertible.

Proof: To proof that the matrix D is non-singular, we show that
C = D−1 as in equation (15), where the matrix D is defined as,
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D =



1 xn x2n x3n x4n · · · xp−1
n

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

1 xn+r−1 x2n+r−1 x3n+r−1 x4n+r−1 · · · xp−1
n+r−1

0 1 2xn 3x2n 4x3n · · · D′xp−2
n

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 1 2xn+s−1 3x2n+s−1 4x3n+s−1 · · · D′xp−2
n+s−1

0 0 2 6xn 12x2n · · · D′′xp−3
n

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 2 6xn+t−1 12x2n+t−1 · · · D′′xp−3
n+t−1



,

and the values D′ = (p − 1) and D′′ = (p − 1)(p − 2) which appeared
in the matrix D are the first and second differentials respectively. They
correspond to the usual differentiation with respect to x. We also define

M = (yn, ..., yn+t−1, fn, ..., fn+m−1, gn, ..., gn+s−1).

Substituting equation (7)(8) and (9) into equation (3) to have

y(x) =

t−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

ϕj,i+1Wi(x)yn+j +

m−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

hψj,i+1Wi(x)fn+j

+
s−1∑
j=0

p−1∑
i=0

h2γj,i+1Wi(x)gn+j (16)

where p=t+m+s as defined in equation (10).
Factoring out we have the following representation

y(x) =

p−1∑
i=0


t−1∑
j=0

ϕj,i+1yn+j +

m−1∑
j=0

hψj,i+1fn+j +

s−1∑
j=0

h2γj,i+1gn+j

Wi(x).

(17)
If we let

Fi =

t−1∑
j=0

ϕj,i+1yn+j +

m−1∑
j=0

hψj,i+1fn+j +

s−1∑
j=0

h2γj,i+1gn+j (18)

then (17) becomes

y(x) =

p−1∑
i=0

FiWi(x). (19)

Now consider (19) in the vector form as follows,
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y(x) = (F0, F1, F2, ..., Fp−1)
T (W0(x),W1(x),W2(x), ...,Wp−1(x))

T

= F T
i (Wi(x))

T . (20)

Inserting equations (4), (5) and (6) into equation (20) to have,

p−1∑
i=0

ϕiWi(xn+j) = yn+j = y(xn + jh), j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., t− 1}, (21)

p−1∑
i=0

ψiWi(xn+j) = fn+j = f(xn+jh, y(xn+jh)), (j = 0, 1, 2, ...,m−1),

(22)
p−1∑
i=0

γiWi(xn+j) = gn+j = fx + fyy
′ = fx + ffy, (j = 0, 1, 2, ..., s− 1).

(23)

giving
DF =M. (24)

Assuming that the matrix D is non-singular, then from equation (24)
we have

F = D−1M. (25)

Putting equation (25) into equation (20) and recall that p=t+m+s we
get the propose continuous scheme of the multi-step collocation formula
(3) written exactly as in equation (14)

y(x) =MT (D−1)T (Wi(x))
T

y(x) = (yn, yn+1, ..., yn+t−1, fn, fn+1, ..., fn+m−1, gn, gn+1, ..., gn+s−1)
T

CT ×
(
1, x, x2, ..., xt+m+s−1

)T
(26)

Expanding (18) fully we get

Fi = (ϕi+1,0, ..., ϕi+1,t−1, hψi+1,0, ..., hψi+1,m−1, h
2γi+1,0, ..., h

2γi+1,s−1)×
M, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., p− 1. (27)

Comparing the right-hand side of (27) and (20) we have

Fi = Ci+1M. (28)

Therefore
F T = (CM)T or (F = CM). (29)

From (29) and (25)
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C = D−1. (30)

This implies that the matrix D is invertible, which proves the Theorem.
QED

3. The Specification of the Second Derivative Block Hybrid
(SDBH)Collocation Methods

3.1. Block hybrid method of order three with two interior col-
location points. Here we determine the coefficients of the block hy-
brid collocation method using the multistep collocation formula in (3).
To do this, we consider the multistep collocation formula (3) for the
construction of the type of continuous scheme in (14), for the second
derivative block hybrid collocation method of order three. We introduce
two off-grid points in between the usual grid points or integer points and
denote the points by u and v obtained from the Chebychev polynomial
of degree 2. The Chebychev polynomials were chosen because of their
superior convergence rate and stiffly accurate characteristic properties
in relation to the approximation of functions (see, [11, 12, 13]). The
off-grid points were carefully chosen to guarantee the zero stability of
the block hybrid collocation method (see, [14]) for accurate solution of
linear and nonlinear stiff and highly oscillatory differential equations.
Proceeding as is done in multistep implicit method for high-derivative
evaluations (see, [15, 16]), from (3) we choose the specific cases of the
values of the variables t = 1, m = 2 and s = 2, to obtain a polynomial
of the form

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn + h

m−1∑
j=1

ψj(x)fn+i + h2
t−1∑
j=1

γj(x)gn+i, i = u, v (31)

Expandng (31) fully, we have;

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn+h[ψ0(x)fn+u+ψ1(x)fn+v]+h
2[γ0(x)gn+u+γ1(x)gn+v]

(32)
Evaluating the proposed continuous scheme in (32) at the two zeros of
Chebychev polynomial denoted by xn+u, xn+v and at the only grid point
xn+2 we get the first block hybrid collocation method which the coeffi-
cients are presented in Table 1 below,

Table 1:Coefficients of the block hybrid method (32) of third
order
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ψ0(x) ψ1(x) γ0(x) γ1(x)

yn+u
48−15

√
2

96
48−33

√
2

96
−11+4

√
2

96
5−4

√
2

96

yn+v
48+33

√
2

96
48+15

√
2

96
5+4

√
2

96
−11−4

√
2

96

yn+2
12
12

12
12

√
2

12 −
√
2

12

3.2. Block hybrid method of order five with collocation at three
interior points. In the second block hybrid collocation method
we consider a method with order slightly higher than the above
method. To determine the coefficients of the method with sec-
ond derivative evaluation using the multistep collocation for-
mula in (3) we have to include equal number of collocation
points for both the first and the second derivatives inside the
symmetric interval with only one interpolation point at xn.
We consider the multistep collocation formula in (3) to obtain
the type of continuous scheme in (14). We introduce two off-
grid points xn+u, xn+v and two grid points xn+w, xn+2 obtained
from the zeros of Chebychev polynomial of degree 2 except the
points xn+w and xn+2. These are carefully chosen to guaran-
tee the zero stability of the block hybrid collocation method
(see, [14]) for accurate solution of linear and nonlinear stiff and
highly oscillatory differential equations. From (3) the specific
values of the limits for t=1, m=3 and s=3, which will lead us
to obtain a polynomial of the form

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn + h

m−1∑
j=1

ψj(x)fn+i + hψ2(x)fn+v

+h2
s−1∑
j=1

γj(x)gn+i + h2γ2(x)gn+v, i = u,w (33)

Expanding (33) fully, for the construction of the continuous
scheme of the form in (14) or (26) so that we have;

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn + h[ψ0(x)fn+u + ψ1(x)fn+w + ψ2(x)fn+v]

+h2[γ0(x)gn+u + γ1(x)gn+w + γ2(x)gn+v] (34)

Evaluating the proposed continuous scheme in (34) at x =
xn+u, x = xn+w, x = xn+v and x = xn+2 to get the block hybrid
collocation method of order five and display the coefficients in
a Tabular form as follows:

Table 2:Coefficients of the block hybrid collocation method
(34) of fifth-order
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ψ0(x) ψ1(x) ψ2(x) γ0(x) γ1(x) γ2(x)

yn+u
128−41

√
2

480
224−128

√
2

480
128−71

√
2

480
−33+8

√
2

480 − 40
480

−17+8
√
2

480

yn+w
32+15

√
2

120
56
120

32−15
√
2

120
−5−2

√
2

120 − 20
120

−5+2
√
2

120

yn+v
128+71

√
2

480
224+128

√
2

480
128+41

√
2

480
−17−8

√
2

480 − 40
480

−33+8
√
2

480

yn+2
16
30

28
30

16
30 −

√
2

30 0
√
2

30

3.3. Block hybrid method of order seven with Lobatto like col-
location points. Here we include the two end points of the inte-
gration interval as collocation points in addition to the interior
collocation points just like the Lobatto collocation approach.
We consider the multistep collocation formula in (3) for the
construction of the type of continuous scheme in (14) or (26).
We introduce two off-grid points xn+u, xn+v and two grid points
xn+w, xn+2 obtained from the zeros of the Chebychev polyno-
mial of degree 2 except the points xn+w and xn+2. These are
carefully chosen to guarantee the zero stability of the block
hybrid collocation method, (see, [14]) for accurate solution of
stiff and highly oscillatory differential equations. Thus, from
(3) the specific values for t = 1,m = 4 and s = 4, which will yield
a polynomial of the form

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn + h

m−2∑
j=2

ψj(x)fn+i + hψ3(x)fn+1

+h2
s−2∑
j=2

γj(x)gn+i + h2γ3(x)gn+1, i = 0, u, v. (35)

Expanding (35) fully, for the construction of the continuous
scheme of the form in (14) we get;

y(x) = ϕ0(x)yn + h[ψ0(x)fn + ψ1(x)fn+u + ψ2(x)fn+v + ψ3(x)fn+1]

+h2[γ0(x)gn + γ1(x)gn+u + γ2(x)gn+v + γ3(x)gn+1] (36)

Evaluating the proposed continuous scheme in (36) at xn+u, xn+w, xn+v

and xn+2 to get the order seven block hybrid collocation method
and the coefficients are compactly displayed in Table 3:

Table 3:Coefficients of the block hybrid collocation method(36)
of seventh-order
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ψ0(x) ψ1(x) ψ2(x) ψ3(x)

yn+u
2844−1408

√
2

6720
1448−245

√
2

6720
424−299

√
2

6720
2004−1408

√
2

6720

yn+w
134
420

76+52
√
2

420
76−52

√
2

420
134
420

yn+v
2844+1408

√
2

6720
424+299

√
2

6720
1448+245

√
2

6720
2004+1408

√
2

6720

yn+2
242
105

−32−44
√
2

105
−32+44

√
2

105
32
105

γ0(x) γ1(x) γ2(x) γ3(x)

gn+u
214−128

√
2

6720
−109+22

√
2

6720
755−534

√
2

6720
358−256

√
2

6720

gn+w
9

420
18+13

√
2

420
18−13

√
2

420 − 17
420

gn+v
214+128

√
2

6720
755+534

√
2

6720
−109−22

√
2

6720
358+256

√
2

6720
22
105

44+24
√
2

105
44−24

√
2

105
44
105

4. Analysis of the Properties of SDBH Collocation Methods

4.1. Zero-stability, order of accuracy, consistency and conver-
gence of the methods. Writing the methods in block form using
the matrix difference equation we have:

U (1)Yµ = U (0)Yµ−1+h
(
V (0)Fµ−1 + V (1)Fµ

)
+h2

(
W (0)Gµ−1 +W (1)Gµ

)
(37)

where

Yµ = (yn+u, yn+w, yn+v, yn+1)
T , Yµ−1 = (yn−u, yn−w, yn−v, yn)

T

Fµ = (fn+u, fn+w, fn+v, fn+1)
T , Fµ−1 = (fn−u, fn−w, fn−v, fn)

T

Gµ = (gn+u, gn+w, gn+v, gn+1)
T , Gµ−1 = (gn−u, gn−w, gn−v, gn)

T

and the matrices U (1),U (0),V (1),V (0), W (1) and W (0) are square
matrices with their corresponding entries given by the coeffi-
cients of the methods in (32), (34) and (36) as indicated. In

particular the matrices are given as below where U (1) is the
matrix identity and of dimension 3. Thus, from method (32)
of order three we obtain the following,

U (1) =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , U (0) =

 0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

 ,

V (0) =


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , V (1) =


48−15

√
2

96
48−33

√
2

96 0
48+33

√
2

96
48+15

√
2

96 0
12
12

12
12 0

 ,
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W (0) =


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , W (1) =


−11+4

√
2

96
5−4

√
2

96 0
5+4

√
2

96
−11−4

√
2

96 0√
2

12
−
√
2

12 0

 .
For the implicit block hybrid collocation method (36) with co-

efficients in Table 3 we have the matrices U (1),U (0),V (1),V (0),
W (1) and W (0) as follows:

U (1) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , U (0) =


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

 , (38)

V (0) =


0 0 0 2844−1408

√
2

6720
0 0 0 134

420

0 0 0 2844+1408
√
2

6720
0 0 0 242

105


,

V (1) =


1448−245

√
2

6720
424−299

√
2

6720
2004−1408

√
2

6720 0
76+52

√
2

420
76−52

√
2

420
134
420 0

424+299
√
2

6720
1448+245

√
2

6720
2004+1408

√
2

6720 0
−32−44

√
2

105
−32+44

√
2

105
32
105 0

 ,

W (0) =


0 0 0 214−128

√
2

6720
0 0 0 3

140

0 0 0 214+128
√
2

6720
0 0 0 22

105

 ,

W (1) =


−109+22

√
2

6720
755−534

√
2

6720
358−256

√
2

6720 0
18+13

√
2

420
18−13

√
2

420 − 17
420 0

755+534
√
2

6720
−109−22

√
2

6720
358+256

√
2

6720 0
44+24

√
2

105
44−24

√
2

105
44
105 0

 .
We note that the zero-stability is concerned with the stabil-
ity of difference system in limit as h tends to zero. Hence, as
h→ 0, the method in (32) with coefficients in Table 1 tends to
the difference system
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U (1)Yµ − U (0)Yµ−1 = 0

with the first characteristic polynomial ρ(R) of the form

ρ(R) = det
(
RU (1) − U (0)

)
(39)

ρ(R) =

R


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

−

 0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1


 (40)

ρ(R) = R2(R− 1) = 0 R = (0, 0, 1) (41)

Since R = (0, 0, 1) the method in (32) is zero-stable.

We can similarly calculate the zero-stability of method (34).
Now let calculate the zero-stability of method (36) with coef-
ficients displayed in Table 3 as follows. From equation (38) we
have,

ρ(R) =

R


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

−


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1


 (42)

ρ(R) = R3(R− 1) = 0 R = (0, 0, 0, 1) (43)

Since R = (0, 0, 0, 1) the method in (36) is zero stable.

Definition 4.1:[17] (Zero-stable) A family of methods in (3)
are said to be zero-stable if the roots condition

ρ(R) = det

[
k∑

i=0

Aiλk−1

]
= 0 (44)

satisfies the inequality |λj | ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., k. But when the
inequality reduces to|λj | = 1, then the multiplicity should not be
greater than two.

Based on the definition in 4.1, the newly derived second de-
rivative block hybrid collocation methods are zero-stable.

From our calculations the orders and error constants for the
constructed block hybrid collocation methods are presented in
Table 4. It is clear from the Table that the second derivative
block hybrid collocation methods are of high-order and hence
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more accurate than some of the collocation methods in exis-
tence.

Table 1:Order and Error Constants of the SDBH Collocation
Methods

Method Order Error constant
Method (32) (i) yn+2, p = 3 C4 = 4.8611× 10−3

(ii) yn+u, p = 3 C4 = 9.3274× 10−4

(iii) yn+v, p = 3 C4 = 8.7894× 10−3

Method (34) (i) yn+2, p = 5 C6 = 3.6375× 10−5

(ii) yn+u, p = 5 C6 = 2.7022× 10−5

(iii) yn+w, p = 5 C6 = 4.5728× 10−5

(iv) yn+v, p = 5 C6 = 7.2751× 10−5

Method (36) (i) yn+2, p = 7 C8 = 6.8893× 10−8

(ii) yn+u, p = 7 C8 = 3.2110× 10−9

(iii) yn+w, p = 7 C8 = 3.9293× 10−7

(iv) yn+v, p = 7 C8 = 2.2046× 10−6

Definition 4.2:(Consistency) The family of methods in (3)
are consistent if the order of the method satisfy the inequality
p ≥ 1 (see [17, 19]).
(i)ρ(1) = 0 and
(ii)ρ′(1) = σ(1), where ρ(z) and σ(z)are respectively the 1st and
2nd characteristic polynomials which are assumed to have no
common factor.

From Table 4 and definition 4.1, we can attest that the sec-
ond derivative block hybrid collocation methods are consistent.

Definition 4.3:[18](A(α)-stable) A family of methods in (3)
are said to be A(α)-stable with 0 < α ≤ π/2 and the angular
sector

Sα = {z ∈ C : |arg(−z)| < α, z ̸= 0}

is contained in the stability domain ℜ.
An interval [a,b] of the real line is said to be an interval of ab-
solute stability if the method is absolutely stable for all h̄ ∈ [a, b].
When the interval of absolute stability is consists of the nega-
tive real axis, the method is said to be A0-stable

Definition 4.4:[18]The family of methods given in(3) are said
to be normalized if the continuous coefficients ϕj(x) satisfy the
following conditions
(i)ϕj(x) = 1 and
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(ii)

|ϕ0|+
s−1∑
j=0

|ϕj,0| ≠ 0, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., s− 1.

These are some of the requirements for a new method to satisfy.
Since the second derivative block hybrid collocation methods
are consistent, zero-stable, hence they are convergent.

Theorem 2:[18] The family of methods given in (3) which are
for the numerical solution of the initial value problem (1) are
convergent.

Proof: Since the methods are zero-stable and consistent by
definitions 4.1 and 4.2, they are convergent.

4.2. Regions of absolute stability of the SDBH methods. Lin-
ear stability is necessary in the design of algorithm for the
numerical integration of ordinary differential equations. For
this reason, for the block hybrid collocation methods we con-
sider the test equation,

dy(t)

dt
= λy(t), λ ∈ C and ℜλ < 0, (45)

with a fixed step size h > 0 [20]. Since the block hybrid col-
location methods contained the second derivative g(x,y), it is
natural to suppose that g(x, y) = λ2y. Therefore, to study the
stability properties of the block hybrid collocation methods
with second derivative evaluations we reformulate (32), (34)
and (36) as general linear methods, (see [21]). Hence, we use
the notations introduced in [22] where a general linear method
is represented by the partitioned (s+ r)× (s+ r) matrices (con-
taining A, U, B and V ). Here for the sake of convenience, we
replace the matrices U with C and V with D. These matrices
are denoted in a simplified form as,

A = (aij)s, s, C = (cij)s, r, B = (bij)r, s, D = (dij)r, r. (46)

The methods for the stage values and the output values using
Kronecker product notations for an N-dimensional problem,
gives

Y = e⊕ yn + h(A⊕ IN )F (Y ) + h2(Â⊕ IN )G(Y ),

yn+1 = yn + h(bT ⊕ IN )F (Y ) + h2(b̂T ⊕ IN )G(Y ), (47)

where

e = [1]s×1, A = [aij ]s×s, Â = [âij ]s×s, b = [bi]s×1, b̂ = [b̂i]s×1
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and I is the identity matrix of size equal to the differential
equation system to be solved and N is the dimension of the
system. The block vectors in RsN are defined by

Y =


Y1
Y2
...
Ys

 , F (Y ) =


f(Y1)
f(Y2)

...
f(Ys)

 , G(Y ) =


g(Y1)
g(Y2)
...

g(Ys)

 .
The coefficients of these matrices A, C, B and D indicate the

relationship between the various numerical quantities which
arise in the computation of the region of absolute stability
(RAS). The elements of the matrices A, C, B and D are sub-
stituted into the stability matrix, which yields the recurrent
relation

y[n−1] =M(z)y[n], n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1, z = λh, (48)

where the stability matrix M(z) is defined by

M(z) = D + zB(1− zA)−1C.

The stability polynomial ρ(η, z) is also defined by the relation

ρ(η, z) = det(ηI −M(z)) = det(r(A− Cz −DIz2)−B) (49)

where we obtain the stability polynomial (function) of the
collocation method of order three with only two interior collo-
cation points as

R(z) =
18 + 8z + z2

18− 8z + z2

and for z in the left-half complex plane we have |R(z)| ≤ 1
showing that the method is A-stable. The following and the
subsequent cases follow a study similar as the above. For the
order five block hybrid collocation method the stability func-
tion is,

R(z) =
2880− 2880z − 408z2 + 312z3 + 38z4 − 10z5 − z6

2880 + 2880z + 408z2 − 312z3 + 38z4 + 10z5 − z6

Similarly, from the order seven block hybrid collocation method
we have,

R(z) =
P (z)

Q(z)
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where

P (z) = 80640− 100800z − 187824z2 − 31944z3 + 15624z4 + 1278z5 −
621z6 + 22z7 + 2z8

and

Q(z) = 80640 + 60480z + 8400z2 − 1704z3 − 168z4 + 30z5 − z6

The region of absolute stability (RAS) ℜ of the methods are
given by

ℜ = x ∈ C : ρ(η, z) = 1 → |η| ≤ 1

which are plotted to produce the required graphs of RAS of
the block hybrid collocation methods as shown in Figures 1, 2
and 3 respectively

(a) Stability region with
poles

(b) Stability region without
poles

Figure 1. Region of absolute stability of method
(32) with poles inclusive.
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(a) Stability region with
poles

(b) Stability region without
poles

Figure 2. Region of absolute stability of method
(34) with poles inclusive.

(a) Stability region with
poles

(b) Stability region without
poles

Figure 3. Region of absolute stability of method
(36) with poles inclusive.

Remarks 1: The graphical plots of the Regions of Absolute
Stability for the methods obtained from collocation at the poly-
nomial nodes are displayed in Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Method (36) is not A-stable going by the stability regions of the
collocation methods. Method (32) and (34) are A-stable since
the regions contain the complex plane outside the enclosed Fig-
ures.

5. Application of the algorithms

In the present section we illustrate the accuracy and effi-
ciency of the two-step second derivative block hybrid colloca-
tion methods by solving some examples using the constructed
methods in section 3 of the paper. We consider here seven chal-
lenging examples, each with its own peculiarity for the exper-
imentation with the derived block hybrid collocation methods
of section 3. The continuous solutions were evaluated at some
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equidistant points. Numerical results are presented in terms of
maximum absolute errors on some selected grid points within
the interval of interest. We used constant step size for the
experimentation and compare the obtained results with the
exact values side by side in Tables and the solution curves are
displayed in Figures. The value nfe stands for the number of
function evaluations in each computation and Ext denotes the
exact values in each evaluation.

Example 1: The first example is a highly linear stiff differ-
ential equation with the initial conditions as well as the exact
value for comparison purposes, given by,

Dy1(t) = y2(t), y1(0) = 1,

Dy2(t) = −1000y1(t)− 1001y2(t), y2(0) = −1.

The exact solution is

y1(t) = exp(−t),
y2(t) = −exp(−1000t).

We consider the solution of the stiff problem in the interval
[0, 50] with value of h = 0.1. The computed solutions are com-
pared with the exact solutions side by side in the below Table,
while the solution curves are displayed in Figure 4.

Table 5: Absolute errors in the numerical integration of ex-
ample 1

t yi Method(34)|y(t)− yn(t)| Method(36)|y(t)− yn(t)|
5 y1 9.132250511356688× 10−12 1.210143096841421× 10−14

y2 6.697829306520181× 10−01 6.697829306428695× 10−01

50 y1 1.231566931769734× 10−12 1.656660919557851× 10−15

y2 7.373818159834551× 10−03 7.373818158601255× 10−03

250 y1 1.239264868503327× 10−20 1.670193979018203× 10−23

y2 1.460145698426518× 10−11 1.460145697185569× 10−11

500 y1 3.280528962170302× 10−31 4.413511089597361× 10−34

y2 1.928749851244447× 10−22 1.928749847959486× 10−22
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(a) Solution curve of method
(34)

(b) Solution curve of
method(36)

Figure 4. Graphical plots of example 1 using the
block hybrid methods with nfe = 500

Example 2: [23] The problem considered here has a highly
oscillatory component with asymptotic values of zero which is
very good for testing new derived methods like the presented
methods. Hence comparison is made with the ode MatLab
solver. As depicted in Figure 5 below the solution curves ob-
tained with the block hybrid collocation methods coincide with
the solution from the ode code solvers showing the efficiency
and effectiveness of the derived collocation methods.

Dy1(t) = y1(t)− y1(t)y2(t)
2 + 20y2(t), y1(0) = 0,

Dy2(t) = −y2(t)− y1(t)
2y2(t)− 20y1(t), y2(0) = 1.

(a) Solution curve of method
(32)

(b) Solution curve of
method(34)

Figure 5. Graphical plots of example 2 using the
block hybrid method and ode solver from MatLab.
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Example 3: Stiff differential equations are ubiquitous in as-
trochemical kinetics, many in control systems and electronics,
and also many in non-industrial areas such as weather predic-
tion and biology. In order to illustrate the new constructed
algorithms (methods) we solve the stiff initial value problem,
given here as an example problem of system of initial-value
problems:

Dy1(t) = 9y1(t) + 24y2(t) + 5cost− 1

3
sint, y1(0) =

4

3
,

Dy2(t) = −24y1(t)− 51y2(t)− 95cost+
1

3
sint. y2(0) =

2

3
.

The transient term e−λt which occur in the solution causes
this system to be stiff (λ = 39). Here the graphical output of
the system portrait an oscillatory picture as depicted below in
Figure 6(a, b). But if the integration interval is increased we
obtain the curves in Figure 6(c, d).
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Example 4: In this example we consider system of nonlinear differ-
ential equation together with the initial conditions for better test
of the new derived methods. The graphical output of the compu-
tation is displayed in Figure 7 below.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Graphical plots of example 3 using the
block hybrid method(32,a,c), method(36,b,d) and
ode solver from MatLab.
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Example 4: In this example we consider system of non-
linear differential equation together with the initial con-
ditions for better test of the new derived methods. The
graphical output of the computation is displayed in Figure
7 below.

Dy1(t) = 2y2(t)
2, y1(0) = 0,

Dy2(t) = ty1(t), y2(0) = 1,

Dy3(t) = y2(t)y3(t), y3(0) = 1.

In this example we compare the graphical plots obtained with

the results of the MatLab code solver. We observe that the

graphs of the approximated solutions and the graphs of the so-

lutions from the ode solver coincide with each other, see Figure

7.

(a) Solution curve of method
(32)

(b) Solution curve of
method(34)

Figure 7. Graphical plots of example 4 using the
block hybrid method and ode solver from MatLab.

Example 5: This example is a good problem for testing new

derived methods taken from Lambert [19]. The eigenvalues of

the system are complex which shows that the solutions oscil-

late in the interval of integration. The eigenvalues are λ1 = −50,

λ2 = 1−8i and λ3 = 1+8i , showing that the system has one real

and two complex conjugate pair which indicates that the sys-

tem is very difficult to handle with method of limited stability

region. The solution of this problem is sinusoidal with a very
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slowly increasing amplitude as shown in the curves of Figure 8.

Dy1(t) = 42.2y1(t) + 50.1y2(t)− 42.1y3(t), y1(0) = 1,

Dy2(t) = −66.1y1(t)− 58y2(t) + 58.1y3(t), y2(0) = 0,

Dy3(t) = 26.1y1(t) + 42.1y2(t)− 34y3(t), y3(0) = 2,

The exact solution is

y1(t) = exp(−0.1t)sin(8t) + exp(−50t),

y2(t) = exp(−0.1t)cos(8t)− exp(−50t),

y3(t) = exp(−0.1t)(cos(8t) + sin(8t)) + exp(−50t).

Table 6: Absolute errors in the numerical integration of ex-

ample 5

t yi Method(34)|y(t)− yn(t)| Method(36)|y(t)− yn(t)|
y1 9.131917444449300× 10−12 1.110223024625157× 10−16

5 y2 9.131861933298069× 10−12 2.775557561562891× 10−16

y3 9.131806422146838× 10−12 0

y1 1.232569601938849× 10−12 4.440892098500626× 10−16

50 y2 1.232125512728999× 10−12 3.330669073875470× 10−16

y3 1.231681423519149× 10−12 2.220446049250313× 10−16

y1 3.330669073875470× 10−15 1.665334536937735× 10−15

250 y2 3.108624468950438× 10−15 1.332267629550188× 10−15

y3 4.440892098500626× 10−16 2.886579864025407× 10−15

y1 1.110223024625157× 10−15 8.215650382226158× 10−15

500 y2 9.242606680004428× 10−14 2.886579864025407× 10−15

y3 7.993605777301127× 10−15 4.773959005888173× 10−15
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(a) Solution curve of method
(34)

(b) Solution curve of
method(36)

Figure 8. Graphical plots of example 5 using the
block hybrid method with nfe= 500.

Example 6: The famous chemical reaction with initial limit cy-

cle in three dimensions is the âœOregonatorâ reaction between

HBrO2, Br- and Ce(IV). The Oregonator model describes the

chemical reaction of bromous acid, bromide ion and cerium ion

which oscillates with changes rapidly in color and structure

over many orders of magnitude. The chemical reaction was

modeled by the stiff system of 3 nonlinear ordinary differential

equations with corresponding initial conditions, as follows

Dy1(t) = 77.27(y2(t)+y1(t)(1−8.375×10−6y1(t)−y2(t))), y1(0) = 1,

Dy2(t) =
1

77.27
(y3(t)− (1 + y1(t))y2(t)), y2(0) = 2,

Dy3(t) = 0.16(y1(t)− y3(t)), y3(0) = 3,
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(a) Solution curve of method
(32)

(b) Solution curve of
method(34)

Figure 9. Graphical plots of example 6 using the
block hybrid method and ode solver from MatLab.

Example 7: This classical problem that models the kinetics

of a chemical reaction consists of a system of three equations

given by

Dy1(t) = −0.04y1(t) + 104y2(t)y3(t), y1(0) = 1,

Dy2(t) = 0.04y1(t)− 104y2(t)y3(t)− 3× 107y2(t)
2, y2(0) = 0,

Dy3(t) = 3× 107y2(t)
2, y3(0) = 0.

(a) Solution curve of method
(32)

(b) Solution curve of
method(36)

Figure 10. Graphical plots of example 7 using the
block hybrid method and ode solver from MatLab.
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6. Concluding Remarks

In the present study, effective block hybrid collocation meth-

ods to deal with linear and nonlinear stiff and highly oscilla-

tory problems have been proposed. The proposed collocation

methods provide efficient technique for obtaining accurate ap-

proximate solutions to linear and nonlinear stiff and highly

oscillatory differential equations. The performance in the pre-

liminary numerical experiments confirm that the collocation

methods offer better accuracy and convergence compared to

other derived methods for stiff and oscillatory problems in lit-

erature. In our next research paper, we will apply some new

derived methods to modeled problems of differential equations,

such as enzyme kinetics, cardiac electrophysiology, drug mag-

netic nanoparticles transport, etc.
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